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Grand Strategy

ò  Strategies relate means to ends 

ò  It is not useful to study determinants of  power without 
identifying the objectives of  the state  

ò  At the service of  a grand strategy  
ò  implies long-term thinking from the decision-makers with respect to the 

country’s action.  

ò  Roadmap 

 

	



Grand Strategy

 

ò  Process in three stages (C. Layne ):  

ò  1) the determination of  the vital security interests of  a state  

ò  2) the identification of  threats against its interests 

ò  3) the decision how to use as best the political, cutlural, 
economic and military resources of  the State to protect its 
interests	

	



BRI 

ò  New Silk Roads: integral part of  the Chinese grand 
strategy/ CCP’s Constitution in October 2017.  

ò  Deng’s advice:  

ò  “Observe calmly; secure our position; cope with affairs 
calmly; hide our capacities and bide our time; be good at 
maintaining a low profile; and never claim leadership”.  



BRI 

ò  Chinese discourse is characterised by concepts such as 
"harmonious", "common destiny", "peaceful 
development" and "win-win" relationship.  

ò  The on-the-ground reality appears to be quite different. 
Whether in its close neighbourhood (South-East Asia, 
Central Asia) or in other regions of  the world (Arctic, 
Latin America, Africa) 



BRI 

 

ò  Since the economic crisis of  2008 : more assertive  

ò  President Xi – BRI 

ò  President Xi’s speech at the 19th Congress in October 
2017 



BRI 

ò  Country as a future “socialist country, prosperous and 
powerful”, willing to achieve the “Chinese dream”, being 
“closer, more assured and more capable than ever to 
achieve the objective of  the great national renaissance”.  

 

ò  In order to reach out these objectives, military needs to 
“achieve the modernization of  the army and national 
defence by 2035, and make the army a world-class power 
by the middle of  the century”.  

ò  2049 



BRI 

ò  Identity/Role 

ò  Will to erase the century of  humiliation (1839-1949)  

ò  Since national identity is partly constructed in the inter-state relational 
intersubjectivity, the posture adopted on the international scene is 
determined not only according to the values and principles of  the 
State, but also with regard to significant others in the history of  the 
State (Harnisch, 2011, p.12).  
ò  Therefore, the definition of  China's role and thus its foreign policy 

behaviour can both be explained by understanding its national and 
international history.  

ò  In this framework, the leadership position sought by Beijing echoes 
within society, since it is directly linked to the history of  Chinese 
society 
ò  The position of  world leader is actively sought and allows to justify the 

State's policy insofar as it is legitimized and valued by Chinese history.  



BRI 

ò  Economic 

ò  Extension of  the "Go West" and "Go out" policies launched in 
the 1990s  
ò  economic policy aimed at rebalancing the highly unequal 

development of  the provinces, through the development of  
infrastructure, communication routes, etc.  

ò  Encourage companies to export their goods to regional and 
global markets because  a too low domestic consumption, and 
to promote Chinese investment abroad. 

ò  State capitalism  



BRI 

ò  Economic 

ò  To defend Chinese economic interests.  

ò  The guarantee of  economic growth is crucial for the 
survival of  the CCP, so as to maintain a certain social 
stability, as well as to ensure China's status as a major 
power.  

ò  Beijing must find markets to sell its products and import 
raw materials.  



BRI 

ò  Geo economics 

ò  Rivalry between the major powers is moving towards the geo-
economic chessboard because of  the improbability of  a hegemonic 
war (although the latter cannot be excluded because of  Thucydides 
trap) (Allison, 2017) 

 

ò  Geo-economics combines geopolitical logic with economic tools.  

ò  Wigell's typology  
ò  based on two criteria: the strategic framework (competitive or 

cooperative) and economic power (as a means or objective) (Wigell, 
2016, pp. 141-146).  

ò  four idealtypes: neomercantilism, neo-imperialism, liberal 
institutionalism and hegemony.  



BRI 

ò  Geo economics 

ò  Liberal institutionalism defends multilateralism, integration and symmetric 
interdependence.  

ò  symmetrical interdependence, economic integration, multilateralism, loans  

ò  China is adopting a more neo-mercantilist approach, with a neo-imperialist 
tendency in the medium term. 
ò  Neomercantilist  

ò  1) The desire to achieve economic objectives, 2) competition in a zero-sum 
game for the control of  markets, technologies and resources, 3) the 
maximization of  economic power, 4) a national interest defined by economic 
interests, 5) a strategy based on avoiding political commitments - applying free-
riding (Marè, 1988) and buck-passing (Mearsheimer, 1994) 

ò  Neo-imperialism  

ò  desire to create an informal empire, not through territorial but economic control 
(asymmetric interdependence, dependence, coercion (punishment-reward), 
centre-periphery relationship, à la carte multilateralism).  



BRI 

ò  Digital (Silk Road) 

ò  Includes telecoms, optical fibres, mobile networks (5G), e-
commerce, cloud, artificial intelligence... (The Economist, 
2018).  

ò  Chinese telecommunications companies (China Telecom 
and China Unicom, Huawei and ZTE) are involved in the 
construction of  underwater (e. g. Pakistan East Africa Cable 
Express) and terrestrial (Trans-Europe-Asia cable link) 
optical cables (The Economist, 2018; Stec, 2018).  



BRI 

ò  Digital (Silk Road) 

ò  Strengthen e-commerce and technological companies such as Alibaba 
and Tencent.  

ò  The new economy "Made in China 2025” 

ò  10 priority sectors including NICTs (New Information and 
Communication Technologies) 

ò  offers an opportunity to determine the rules, standards and norms 
of  tomorrow, given these developing sectors (Grace, 2018). 

ò  5G 



BRI 

ò  Geopolitics 

ò  Through its New Silk Roads, China is increasing its spheres 
of  influence on a regional and global level.  

ò  Dominating the Rimland.  
ò  Comprises a continuous belt going from Scandinavia to 

maritime China 
ò  World Island (McKinder): Eurasian region + Africa 

ò  Well-defined strategy on the African continent.  
ò  Egypt 

ò  2017 ( Latin America);  2018  (Polar Silk Road) (Oceania) 







BRI 

 

ò  Security 

ò  1) yearly increase of  the military budget, development of  the power projection 
(aircraft carrier, supply ship, freight plane) ; 2) building and militarisation of  
artificial islands in the South China Sea; 3) implementation of  military bases 
abroad (inauguration in 2016 of  a first base in Djibouti, other projects in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan seemingly being studied).  

ò  “string of  pearls strategy” composed of  bases as well as diplomatic and 
commercial ties stretching from the China Sea to Africa by way of  the Middle 
East: Hainan (China), Sittwe and Cocos Islands (Myanmar), Gwadar, Pasni 
(Pakistan), Chittagong (Bangladesh), Sri Lanka, Maldives and Mauritius.  

ò  Dijbouti, Gwadar 



BRI 

ò  Normative 

ò  Norm makers (ó norm takers) 

ò  S. Strange: structural power 

ò  The Middle kingdom trying to establish how the 
international economical business should be organized by 
socialising the stakeholders (public and non public ones) 
through new norms. 

ò  Standards, norms…. 



BRI 

Institutions
  



BRI 

ò  Discursive 

ò  China develops the Confucius Institutes, and is promoting a 
discourse of  harmonious power that respects the sovereignty of  
other states. Another recent example is Beijing's decision in March 
2018 to create a Voice of  China, similar to the Voice of  America, 
which will bring together CCTV, Radio China International and 
Radio China National.  

ò  China has developed television channels - New Silk Road 
channels, based on three components: "documentaries, an 
economic component that includes the Case Study study and 
finally interviews on relations between China and other countries 
that have signed the new road" (Branche, 2018).  



BRI-South East Asia 

ò  Economic 
ò  Infrastructures 

ò  Pan-Asia Railway Network designed to connect China with 
Southeast Asia 

ò  Jakarta-Bandung (Indonesia);  East Coast Rail Line (ECRL) 
(Malaysia); Kunming-Kyaukpyu (Myanmar); Kunming-
Singapour Vientiane- Boten (Laos);   

ò  (High speed) trains (Thailand, Malaysia). 

ò  Dams (Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia) 

ò  Exclusive economic Zones 
ò  Myanmar and Thailand (Rayong Industrial Park), Cambodia 

(Sihanoukville, Kompong Som)   

ò  Debt trap ( Laos, Cambodia….) 



BRI-South East Asia 
ò  Digital 

ò  5G 
ò  New standards 

ò  Huawei/ZTE  

ò  Optical fibers 

ò  Satellites 

ò  Cybersovereignty  

ò  BeiDou  

ò  faciliter la connectivité et la logistique dans les pays de la BRI ainsi 
que de lier des solutions technologiques à des investissements des 
Nouvelles routes de la soie. A titre d’exemple : l’e-commerce et 
l’automatisation douanière ; les infrastructures de 
télécommunications ; et les infrastructures durables.  



ò  Identity/history 

ò  Tianxia 2.0. 

ò  To guaranty the bufferzone around the 
Heartland 

ò  Natural sphere of  influence 

BRI-South East Asia



BRI-South East Asia 

ò  Norms/institutions 

ò  Lower norms 

ò  Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and the New 
Development Bank  

ò  (New banks serving as substitutes to the World Bank and the 
Asian Development Bank),  

ò  The Silk Road Fund,  

ò  The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) 



§  Geopolitics

§  Bufferzone		
§  Han

BRI-South East Asia



ò  Military   

ò  Artificial islands 

ò  Military exercices 

ò  Arms sales 

ò  Maritime Silk Road 

ò  SLOCS 
ò  Ports 

ò  First civilian, later 
military.  

ò  Army of  fishing boats 



BRI-South East Asia 

ò  Challenges 

ò  No transfer of  know-how 

ò  Chinese workers 
ò  Eighty-nine per cent of  all contractors participating in BRI projects are 

Chinese companies.  

ò  World Bank and Asian Development Bank where 40.8 per cent are local, 29 
per cent are Chinese and 30.2 per cent are foreign. The lack of  local 
involvement is attracting criticism  

ò  Social impact  
ò  compulsory expropriation (Laos) 



BRI-South East Asia 

ò  Challenges 

ò  Increase of  trafficking 

ò  Environmental impact  
ò  Green silk road 

ò  Political impact 
ò  Asymetric dependence 

ò  2016 Cambodia – No mention of  South China Sea in final 
declaration of  ASEAN Summit 



BRI-South East Asia 

ò  No abandonment but renegotiations (Ujvari 2019) 

ò  Laos, Cambodia… 

ò  Low-income & capital-needy  

ò  Vietnam, Thailand or Singapore 

ò  make a more assertive stance in negotiating the terms of  BRI 
undertakings with China, but are still welcoming the overall 
scheme.  

ò  Malaysia, and to a lesser extent the Philippines and Indonesia, 
have demonstrated the most cautious attitude towards the BRI.  

ò  Alternatives 

ò  India, Japan, US (Free and Open Indo-Pacific) 

ò  Quad 



Conclusion 



Conclusion 

ò  In the end, we observe that the New Silk Roads project forms an all-
encompassing strategy, including political, cultural, economic and 
security fields. 

ò  While China presents the New Silk Roads as strengthening of  global 
governance, it fails to mention several key objectives of  this initiative:  

ò  Regain its status of  Middle Kingdom (Tianxia 2.0),  

ò  Strengthen its exports,  

ò  Shape the new rules of  trade & cyber,  

ò  Establish military bases abroad, 

ò   Keep consolidating its spheres of  influence and controlling the Rimland,  

ò  Exercise political pressure on other states (e.g. vote in China’s favour at the 
UN) through the debt trap recreating dependent relations (Sri Lanka, 
Pakistan, Djibouti) and patron-clients relations (Laos, Cambodia).  



Conclusion 

ò  A competing system is emerging.  

ò  China perceived as not only defending and promoting its 
authoritarian model, but also as attacking democratic values.  

ò  China is increasingly willing to export "socialism with 
Chinese characteristics" and therefore to propose an 
alternative model to the liberal model.  

ò  Strengthens its discursive power by proposing new ideas, 
concepts and institutions in order to strengthen the control of  
regional and the international agendas at the political, 
economic and security levels...  



« In a forest there is 
no place for two 

tigers »



Conclusion 

ò  Octopus	strategy.	

ò  	 Similar	 to	 the	 octopus’	 behaviour,	 China	 disturbs	 and	
seduces,	 advances	 in	 an	 intelligent,	 cunning	 and	 subtle	
way.		

ò  Without	 a	 hard	 skeleton,	 the	 octopus	 easily	 changes	
shape	 and	 configuration,	 a	 flexibility	 that	 characterizes	
China's	 policies	 in	 the	 South	 China	 Sea,	 for	 example,	
where	it	applies both a policy of  punishment and rewards, 
the salami as well as the push and pull tactics.  



Conclusion 

ò  The octopus is also known for its camouflage to remain unnoticed, 
reminding us of  China's policy on the international scene through 
its discursive power, which emphasizes harmony, norms and 
unwillingness to question the world order.  

ò  Like the octopus, China is known for its "imitate while adapting" 
abilities. This is characterized in Beijing by replicas in terms of  
defence (planes, ships, drones, etc.), economy (high-speed trains, 
cars, etc.), which in some cases succeed in making its products 
competitive with the original (Made in China 2025). The same 
reasoning applies to the institutions it develops as alternatives to the 
existing ones, such as the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. 

ò   Just like the octopus - as many laboratory experiments have shown 
- China is innovative and creative 



Conclusion 

ò  Similar to the eight arms/tentacles of  the octopus, the New Silk 
Roads (maritime, land and digital) thus spread out to provide Beijing 
with a global integrative reach.  
ò  While the brain of  the “Chinese octopus” sends general orders, each 

tentacle (road) functions autonomously and independently executes 
its movements and positioning.  

ò  The tentacles can also be seen as the different capacities of  power on 
which China relies on to build the new silk routes, whether cultural 
(speeches, Confucius institutes), political (summits, visits, regional 
organizations and institutions), military (collaborations, bases, 
exports) or economic (investments, loans).  

ò  With its powerful rows of  suction cups, the octopus manages to catch 
its prey and inject a neurotoxin through its beak.  
ò  Is this not what China is doing through its debt trap policy, which 

consists of  granting loans to States that are then unable to repay, 
resulting in the transfer of  ownership of  strategic assets? 


